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Introducing a qualitative study into 

mall audiences

Travel
& Holidays
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IdeaHere is Limited Space’s online 
insight platform, designed to give 
quick snapshot insights into the 
retail audience and their 
behaviours:

Social & Streaming

250 participants
• 18-24 – 18%
• 25-34 – 33%
• 35-44 – 24%
• 45-54 – 11%
• >54 – 12%



Heavy market volatility
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Emerging travel 
audiences looking for 

new discoveries
Digital nomads, Luxury Jetsetters, 
Sustainability & wellness seekers

Budget conscious 
seeking domestic 

More affluent seeking 
longer haul experiences

Travel market is not without challenges



However, we still hold holidays as clearly important
Over 1/3 booked or planning to book with many to be persuaded

16% already booked 20% planning to book

Source: TGI APRIL 22 All adults

64% undecided

8.5 m 10.8 m 33 m



And we’re getting desperate to go abroad 

Kantar found the desire to 
holiday abroad increased 
markedly in recent months, 
rising from 28% agreeing 
“I’m desperate to book a 
holiday abroad” last 
September to 36% in 
January and 42% in 
February.

78% planning to go abroad

Source: TGI APRIL 22 All adults
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£
The Audience

How a valuable affluent mall going audience notices 
your advertising



Mall goers like and are influenced by holiday ads
They really come into their stride when asked if like to see holiday ads
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Q: How likely is holiday advertising in influencing your decision in buying?
Base: All respondents (250) vs Heavy Mall Goers (186)

79% frequent mall goers agree holiday ads 

influence their decision to buy  

(vs. 67% national norm)



Shopping centre are the perfect environment for travel ads

TV & online are the dominant travel ad mediums that are noticed (67% and 52% respectively), 
however shopping centre advertising is a key OOH environment
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Q: Where do you notice holidays advertised the most?
Base: All respondents (250)



And those who notice holiday advertising in malls are frequent, 
affluent travellers
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Q: How frequently do you go on a holiday?
Base: All respondents who notice advertising in shopping centres (42)

Q: How much will you spend (on your holiday)?
Base: All respondents who notice advertising in shopping centres (42)

More likely to travel multiple times 

64% have 2 or more holidays

More likely to spend more  

50% spend over £2k per holiday



It’s all about timing when planning your holiday 
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Q: How far in advance do you usually book your holiday when going long / short haul?
Base: All respondents (250)

Long haul planned further out

70% book 6 months or more in advance

Short haul presents short term   

Almost 1/2 book 3 months or less 



Heavy mall goers are more likely than national average to go long haul

Call it the Kuoni effect where we are also seeing major tour operators at larger destination malls (e.g., 
Trafford, Bluewater, Metrocentre etc.)
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Short Haul Long Haul

Norm Heavy Mall Goers

Q: Will your holiday be short or long haul?
Base: All respondents (250) vs Heavy Mall Goers (186)



Amongst 18-34-year frequent mall goers, greater desire for short haul
Opportune for last minute getaways
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51% are planning a 
Summer holiday 

67% cite it will be short 
haul

61% say price is 
leading reason for 
choosing a holiday 



Price and deals are key factors in influencing purchase

However, imagery and reviews take more importance when booking long haul
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Q: What usually sways your decision most when booking a holiday?
Base: All respondents (250)
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The Experience

A unique opportunity to tell your story through 
‘Multi-sensory layering’ 
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All our senses play a part on shaping our thoughts around holidaying
Multiple stimuli can evoke memories for consumers when it comes to holiday experiences – all of which can be 
incorporated into Limited Space’s OOH portfolio 
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Q: Which senses remind you most of the holidays? (Rank in importance from 1-5, 1 being the most, 5 being the least)
Base: All respondents (250)
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Summary



Heavy mall goers are more 
likely to be looking at long haul 

holidays
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Those who notice holiday 
advertising in malls are 

frequent, affluent travelers

Heavy mall goers will spend 
more on holidays, driven by 

family demographics

All our senses play a part 
on shaping our thoughts 

around holidaying


